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Abstract. We develop a spatial branch-and-cut approach for nonconvex Quadratically

Constrained Quadratic Programs with bounded complex variables (CQCQP). Linear

valid inequalities are added at each node of the search tree to strengthen semidefinite
programming relaxations of CQCQP. These valid inequalities are derived from the convex

hull description of a nonconvex set of 2 × 2 positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices
subject to rank-one constraint. We propose branching rules based on an alternative to

a rank-one constraint that allows for local measurement of constraint violation. Closed-

form bound tightening procedures are used to reduce the domain of the problem. We
apply the algorithm to solve the Alternating Current Optimal Power Flow problem with

complex variables and the Box-constrained Quadratic Programming problem with real

variables.

August 2015

1. Introduction

The nonconvex quadratically-constrained quadratic programming problem with complex
bounded variables (CQCQP) has numerous applications in signal processing [13,17,38] and
control theory [9], among others. Our main motivation for developing an algorithm for
CQCQP is to solve power flow problems with alternating current [18, 22]. We consider the
following formulation of CQCQP:

minx∗Q0x+ Re(c∗0x) + b0

(CQCQP) s.t. x∗Qix+ Re(c∗i x) + bi ≤ 0, i = 1, ...,m

` ≤ x ≤ u
x ∈ Cn.
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We denote the conjugate transpose operator by ∗, and real components with Re(·) and
imaginary components with Im(·). The decision vector x ∈ Cn has complex entries, and the
remaining terms are data: Hermitian matrices Qi ∈ Hn×n, real vector b ∈ Rn, and complex
vector ci ∈ Cn. Variable bounds ` ≤ x ≤ u are component-wise inequalities in the complex
space.

In this paper we give a spatial branch-and-cut (SBC) approach to solve CQCQP. For
brevity we assume familiarity with the general spatial branching framework; the reader
is referred to Belotti et al. [8] for a thorough treatment on the subject. There are sev-
eral spatial branching algorithms exploiting the structure of quadratically-constrained qua-
dratic programs on real variables (RQCQP) (e.g. [7, 23, 28, 30, 31]); however, to the best
of our knowledge we present the first spatial branching algorithm developed specifically
for CQCQP. Our implementation has three distinguishing features. First, we use a com-
plex SDP formulation strengthened with valid inequalities. These inequalities are derived
from the description of the convex hull of a nonconvex set of 2 × 2 positive semidefinite
Hermitian matrices subject to rank-one constraint that arises from a lifted formulation of
CQCQP. Second, we propose branching on the entries of the relaxation’s decision matrix,
and we consider branching rules based on an alternative measure of constraint violation in
lieu of a matrix rank constraint. Third, we develop bound tightening procedures based on
closed-form solutions.

Computational experiments are conducted on the Alternating Current Optimal Power
Flow (ACOPF) problem and the Box-constrained Quadratic Programming (BoxQP) prob-
lem. ACOPF is a generation dispatch problem that models alternating current (AC) using
steady-state power flow equations, which are nonconvex quadratic constraints that relate
power and voltage at buses and across transmission lines. ACOPF is commonly solved
with iterative Newton-type solvers (e.g. [34]). ACOPF may be modeled as a CQCQP prob-
lem, and there has been a recent interest in solving this formulation with a SDP relaxation
(e.g. [6, 22]) and branch-and-bound methods (e.g. [15, 20, 30]) due to the potential for es-
tablishing global optimality. BoxQP is a well-studied nonconvex quadratic programming
problem with nonhomogeneous quadratic objective and bounded real variables. BoxQP can
be solved with a problem-specific finite branch-and-bound method [11]; therefore, it provides
a useful benchmark for the more general approach presented here.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the spatial branch-and-cut
algorithm with three major components: valid inequalities from the convex hull description
of rank-one constrained relaxations, branching on complex entries, and bound tightening
procedures; Section 3 contains results from computational experiments with ACOPF and
BoxQP problems; Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Spatial Branch-and-Cut

The convex relaxation of CQCQP we consider comes from the rank-one constraint from
a standard SDP reformulation [25,33]:

min 〈Q0X〉+ Re(c∗0x) + b0 (1)

(CSDP) s.t. 〈Qi, X〉+ Re(c∗i x) + bi ≤ 0, i = 1, ...,m (2)

` ≤ x ≤ u (3)[
1 x∗

x X

]
� 0, (4)
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where X ∈ Hn×n is a Hermitian submatrix of decision variables. Imposing a rank-one

constraint on the matrix Y :=

[
1 x∗

x X

]
gives an equivalent reformulation of CQCQP.

This section is divided into three subsections. First, we derive valid inequalities to
strengthen the SDP relaxation. Second, we propose a methodology for branching on the
entries of matrix Y . Third, we present bound-tightening techniques.

2.1. Valid Inequalities. In this section we describe the convex hull of a nonconvex re-
laxation of CQCQP derived from 2× 2 positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices subject to
the rank-one constraint. Let JC be the set of Hermitian matrices X := W + ıT ∈ H2×2

satisfying the following constraints:

L11 ≤W11 ≤ U11, (5a)

L22 ≤W22 ≤ U22, (5b)

L12W12 ≤ T12 ≤ U12W12, (5c)

W11W22 = W 2
12 + T 2

12. (5d)

Since W+ıT is Hermitian, we have W21 = W12, T12 = −T21. Therefore it suffices to consider
the variables W11,W22, T12,W12. Valid inequalities (5a)–(5c) can be derived from any in-
stance of CQCQP and added to CSDP for all 2×2 principal minors of Y (see Appendix A).
U and L are matrices of upper and lower bounds, so Lij ≤ Uij ,∀i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Moreover,
we will assume the diagonal elements of X have at least trivial nonnegative lower bounds,
so L11, L22 ≥ 0. Due to the nonnegativity assumption, constraint (5d) is equivalent in the
space of X to the constraint X = xx∗, since {xx∗|x ∈ Cn} is the set of rank one matrices
together with the rank zero matrix.

In this section we will give a description of the convex hull of JC . Let us first establish
valid inequalities for JC . To do so, it will be convenient to use the following sigmoid function:

f(x) :=

{
(
√

1 + x2 − 1)/x, x 6= 0
0, x = 0

.

Remark 1. f(x) is increasing, strictly bounded above by +1 and strictly bounded below
by −1.

Consider the following linear inequalities:

π0 + π1W11 + π2W22 + π3W12 + π4T12 ≥ U22W11 + U11W22 − U11U22, (6a)

π0 + π1W11 + π2W22 + π3W12 + π4T12 ≥ L22W11 + L11W22 − L11L22, (6b)

where the coefficients π are defined as

π0 := −
√
L11L22U11U22,

π1 := −
√
L22U22,

π2 := −
√
L11U11,

π3 := (
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)

1− f(L12)f(U12)

1 + f(L12)f(U12)
,

π4 := (
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)

f(L12) + f(U12)

1 + f(L12)f(U12)
.
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Lemma 1. For α12 ∈ {L12, U12} we have

1− f(L12)f(U12) + α12(f(L12) + f(U12)) = (1 + f(L12)f(U12))
√

1 + α2
12. (7)

Proof. If α12 = 0, then equality (7) follows immediately. Otherwise, suppose α12 = L12 6= 0.
Then we have

1− f(L12)f(U12) + L12(f(L12) + f(U12))− (1 + f(L12)f(U12))
√

1 + L2
12

= − f(L12)f(U12) + L12f(U12)− f(L12)f(U12)
√

1 + L2
12

= f(U12)[L12 − f(L12)(1 +
√

1 + L2
12)]

= f(U12)[L12 − L2
12/L12]

= 0.

Therefore

1− f(L12)f(U12) + L12(f(L12) + f(U12)) = (1 + f(L12)f(U12))
√

1 + L2
12.

The case where α12 = U12 6= 0 follows by symmetry. �

Proposition 2. Inequalities (6a) and (6b) are valid for JC .

Proof. For any convex function f , the secant line connecting (a, f(a)) and (b, f(b)) lies
above the graph of f . Thus ` ≤ x ≤ u ⇒ (`+ u)x− `u ≥ x2. Now for k ∈ {1, 2}, since√
Lkk ≤

√
Wkk ≤

√
Ukk, applying this secant principle yields

(
√
Lkk +

√
Ukk)

√
Wkk ≥

√
LkkUkk +Wkk. (8a)

Multiplying inequalities from (8a) for k = 1 and k = 2 gives

√
W11W22(

√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22) ≥ (

√
L11U11 +W11)(

√
L22U22 +W22).

Rearranging terms, we have

√
W11W22(

√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22) + π0 + π1W11 + π2W22 ≥W11W22. (8b)

The right-hand-sides of constraints (6a) and (6b) are RLT inequalities [3] – and thus are valid
– for the bilinear term W11W22, which is the right-hand-side of the valid inequality (8b).
It remains to show that the left-hand-side of (8b) is overestimated by the left-hand sides
of (6a) and (6b), i.e.:

π3W12 + π4T12 ≥
√
W11W22(

√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22). (8c)

Let T12 = αW12 for some L12 ≤ α12 ≤ U12. Note that constraint (5c) restricts W12 to be
nonnegative, so from constraints (5c) we have:√

W11W22 =
√

1 + α2
12W12. (8d)

Substituting equality (8d) into inequality (8c), we therefore want to show that

(π3 + α12π4)W12 ≥
√

1 + α2
12(
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)W12 (8e)
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for any L12 ≤ α12 ≤ U12. Replacing the coefficients with their definitions and simplifying,
we get the following equivalent condition:

1− f(L12)f(U12) + α12(f(L12) + f(U12))− (1 + f(L12)f(U12))
√

1 + α2
12 ≥ 0. (8f)

To show that inequality (8f) is valid, first observe that the second derivative of the left-
hand side with respect to α is −(1 + f(L12)f(U12))/(1 + α2)3/2. Thus the left-hand side is
concave w.r.t α (as noted in Remark 1 we have that |f(L12)|, |f(U12)| < 1). Therefore, we
only need to check that the left-hand side is nonnegative for α ∈ {L12, U12}. From Lemma 1
we have that the left-hand side is exactly zero, and so inequality (8f) and consequently
inequalities (6a) and (6b) are valid for JC . �

Let JS be the set of feasible solutions to the standard SDP relaxation of JC :

L11 ≤W11 ≤ U11, (9a)

L22 ≤W22 ≤ U22, (9b)

L12W12 ≤ T12 ≤ U12W12 (9c)

W11W22 ≥W 2
12 + T 2

12. (9d)

Remark 2. For n = 2, W + ıT � 0 is equivalent to the principal minor constraints: W11 ≥
0,W22 ≥ 0,W11W22 ≥ W 2

12 + T 2
12. Since by assumption L11, L22 ≥ 0, then constraint (9d)

is equivalent to the positive semidefinite constraint for JS .

Let JV be the set of X satisfying inequalities (6a)-(6b). We shall prove that the convex
hull of JC can be obtained by adding the valid inequalities (6a)-(6b) to the SDP relaxation.

Proposition 3. conv(JC) = JS ∩ JV .

Proof. From Proposition 2 we have that conv(JC) ⊆ JS ∩ JV . From constraints (5a)-(5b)
and (5d) we can observe that JS ∩JV is bounded. Thus to prove that JS ∩JV ⊆ conv(JC),
it is sufficient to ensure that all the extreme points of JS∩JV are in JC . First, let us invoke
the following claim:

Claim 4. If W12 = 0, then either X /∈ JS ∩ JV or X ∈ conv(JC).

Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose there exists X̄ ∈ JS ∩ JV \ conv(JC) such that
W̄12 = 0. From constraint (5c) we have that T̄12 = 0. Consequently, if W̄11 = 0 or W̄22 = 0,
then constraint (5d) is satisfied, so either X̄ /∈ JS ∩ JV or X̄ ∈ conv(JC).
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By Claim 2, throughout the proof, we may assume that W̄11W̄22 > 0, which W̄11W̄22 > 0
implies that the right-hand side of constraint (6b) is nonnegative since 0 ≤ Lkk ≤ W̄kk, k ∈
{1, 2}, and so L22W̄11 + L11W̄22 − L11L22 ≥ L11W̄22 ≥ 0. On the left-hand side, all terms
are nonpositive, so we require all terms to be zero in order to ensure X̄ ∈ JS ∩ JV . Since
we have that W̄11W̄22 > 0, then π1W̄11 = π2W̄22 = 0 only if L11 = L22 = 0.

Now let us define the following two matrices:

U1 :=

[
U11 0
0 0

]
, U2 :=

[
0 0
0 U22

]
.

Since L11 = L22 = 0, then U1, U2 ∈ JC , and since W̄12 = T̄12 = 0. Checking constraint (6a)
we have 0 ≥ U22W11 + U11W22 − U11U22, so X̄ ∈ JS ∩ JV provided W11 ≤ U11,W22 ≤
U22. Observe that X̄ can be expressed as the convex combination of U1, U2, and the zeros
matrix. L11 = L22 = 0 implies the zeros matrix is a member of JC , which in turn implies
X̄ ∈ conv(JC), which contradicts our initial assumption. �

Now we will prove that ext(JS∩JV ) ∈ JC . Observe that if the constraint (9d) is binding
at an extreme point of JS ∩ JV , then it is a member of JC . Moreover, by Claim (4), if
a point X̄ with W̄12 = 0 is in ext(JS ∩ JV ), then X̄ ∈ conv(JC). It follows that X̄ is a
member of JC since JS ∩JV ⊇ conv(JC) ⊇ JC . Therefore, we shall check by cases for any
extreme point where constraint (9d) is not binding and W12 6= 0.

Case 1 : Constraints (6a) and (6b) are not binding:
If constraint (9d) is not binding, then we require at least four linearly independent linear
constraints to be binding. To obtain four such constraints, we require the two variable
bounds (5a) and (5b) to be binding. Moreover, we require that constraint (5c) is binding
on both sides with L12 6= U12, which implies W12 = T12 = 0. By Claim (4), this point can
be disregarded.

Case 2 : Constraints (6a) and (6b) are both binding:
Since constraints (6a) and (6b) share the same coefficients π3, π4 for W12, T12, then for an ex-
treme point we require that constraint (5c) is binding on at least one side. Due to Claim (4)
we need only consider W12 6= 0, so constraint (5c) can count for at most one linearly in-
dependent constraint; thus, let T12 = α12W12, where α12 ∈ {L12, U12}. This gives at most
three linearly independent constraints, (5c), (6a) and (6b), so at least one of the variable
bounds (5a) and (5b) must be binding. Define αkk so that Wkk = (Ukk − Lkk)αkk + Lkk
for k ∈ {1, 2}. Since at least one of W11,W22 is at a variable bound, then αkk ∈ {0, 1} for
either k = 1 or k = 2. Moreover, the right-hand sides of constraints (6a) and (6b) must be
equal since the left-hand sides are the same and both constraints are binding in this case.
Therefore, we can write:

U22W11 + U11W22 − U11U22 = L22W11 + L11W22 − L11L22

⇐⇒ (α11 + α22)[U11U22 − L11U22 − L22U11 + L11L22]

= U11U22 − L11U22 − L22U11 + L11L22

⇐⇒ α11 + α22 = 1.

Thus we have either α11 = 1, in which case W11 = U11,W22 = L22 or α22 = 1, in which
case W11 = L11,W22 = U22. First suppose W11 = U11,W22 = L22. Define the following
matrix:
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XA :=

 U11

√
U11L22

1+α2
12√

U11L22

1+α2
12

L22

+ ı

 0 α12

√
U11L22

1+α2
12

−α12

√
U11L22

1+α2
12

0

 ,
and as usual, denote the components as XA := WA + ıTA. By construction, we have that
(WA

12)2 +(TA12)2 = WA
11W

A
22, so XA ∈ JC . We want to show that, with XA, constraints (5a)-

(5c), (6a), and (6b) are binding. Constraints (5a)-(5c) can be confirmed by observation.
Recall that constraints (6a) and (6b) share the same right-hand side:

U22W
A
11 + U11W

A
22 − U11U22 = U11L22.

The left-hand side of constraint (6a) or (6b) is:

π0 + π1W
A
11 + π2W

A
22 + π3W

A
12 + π4T

A
12

=π0 + π1W
A
11 + π2W

A
22 + (π3 + α12π4)WA

12

=−
√
L11L22U11U22 −

√
L22U22U11 −

√
L11U11L22

+ (
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)

1− f(L12)f(U12) + α12(f(L12) + f(U12))

1 + f(L12)f(U12)

√
U11L22

1 + α2
12

=
√
U11L22

(
−
√
L11U22 −

√
U11U22 −

√
L11L22

+ (
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)

1− f(L12)f(U12) + α12(f(L12) + f(U12))

(1 + f(L12)f(U12))
√

1 + α2
12

)
=U11L22.

The last equality follows from Lemma 1. The argument for the case W11 = L11,W22 =
U22 follows by symmetry.

Case 3 : Exactly one of the constraints (6a) and (6b) is binding:
From Claim (4) we need only consider W12 6= 0, so constraint (5c) can count for at most one
linearly independent constraint; thus, let T12 = α12W12, where α12 ∈ {L12, U12}. This gives
us at most two linearly independent linear constraints: (5c) and either (6a) or (6b). Thus
both variable bounds (5a) and (5b) must be binding. In Case 2 we have already considered
the possibilities that W11 = U11,W22 = L22 or W11 = U11,W22 = L22. Suppose, then, that
W11 = U11,W22 = U22 and define the corresponding matrix:

XB :=

 U11

√
U11U22

1+α2
12√

U11U22

1+α2
12

U22

+ ı

 0 α12

√
U11U22

1+α2
12

−α12

√
U11U22

1+α2
12

0

 ,
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and as usual, denote the components as XB := WB + ıTB . By construction, we have
that (WB

12)2 + (TB12)2 = (WB
11W

B
22), so XB ∈ JC . We want to show that, with XB , con-

straints (5a)-(5c), and (6a) are binding. This can be done as in Case 2, by invoking Lemma 1:

π0 + π1W
B
11 + π2W

B
22 + π3W

B
12 + π4T

B
12

=π0 + π1W
B
11 + π2W

B
22 + (π3 + α12π4)WB

12

=−
√
L11L22U11U22 −

√
L22U22U11 −

√
L11U11U22

+ (
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)

1− f(L12)f(U12) + α12(f(L12) + f(U12))

1 + f(L12)f(U12)

√
U11U22

1 + α2
12

=
√
U11U22

(
−
√
L11U22 −

√
U11L22 −

√
L11L22

+ (
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)

1− f(L12)f(U12) + α12(f(L12) + f(U12))

(1 + f(L12)f(U12))
√

1 + α2
12

)
=U11U22

=U22W
B
11 + U11W

B
22 − U11U22.

Finally, suppose that W11 = L11,W22 = L22 and define the corresponding matrix:

XC :=

 L11

√
L11L22

1+α2
12√

L11L22

1+α2
12

L22

+ ı

 0 α12

√
L11L22

1+α2
12

−α12

√
L11L22

1+α2
12

0

 .
By the same argument as used with XB , which we omit to avoid repetition, XC belongs
to JC where constraints (5a)-(5c), and (6b) are binding. Thus, in all cases every extreme
point belongs to JC . �

The real case. We now consider the special case of the real variables. Let JR be the set of
symmetric matrices W that satisfy the following constraints:

L11 ≤W11 ≤ U11, (10a)

L22 ≤W22 ≤ U22, (10b)

W11W22 = W 2
12 (10c)

JR is a special case of JC , and so we can obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 5. The convex hull of JR can be described with the following constraints:

L11 ≤W11 ≤ U11 (11a)

L22 ≤W22 ≤ U22 (11b)

(
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)W12 ≥ (U22 +

√
L22U22)W11

+ (U11 +
√
L11U11)W22 +

√
L11L22U11U22 − U11U22 (11c)

(
√
L11 +

√
U11)(

√
L22 +

√
U22)W12 ≥ (L22 +

√
L22U22)W11

+ (L11 +
√
L11U11)W22 +

√
L11L22U11U22 − L11L22 (11d)

W � 0 (11e)
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Proof. This is a special case of Proposition 3 with L12 = U12 = 0, which due to con-
straint (5c) is equivalent to setting T12 = 0, resulting in a matrix with only real entries. �

Numerical Example. Consider the following instance of JC :

W11W22 = W 2
12 + T 2

12, (12a)

0 ≤W11 ≤ 1, (12b)

1 ≤W22 ≤ 4, (12c)

0 ≤ T12 ≤
4

3
W12. (12d)

The coefficients π of the valid inequalities (6a)-(6b) are

f(L12) = 0, f(U12) = 0.5,

π0 = 0, π1 = −2, π2 = 0, π3 = 3, π4 = 1.5.

Valid inequality (6a) is

−6W11 −W22 + 3W12 + 1.5T12 + 4 ≥ 0,

and valid inequality (6b) is

−3W11 + 3W12 + 1.5T12 ≥ 0.

The special case on reals, JR, is obtained by setting L12 = U12 = 0 and dropping T12.
For the real case, valid inequality (6a) is

−6W11 −W22 + 3W12 + 4 ≥ 0,

and valid inequality (6b) is

−3W11 + 3W12 ≥ 0.

The inequalities for the real case are shown in Figure 1. The feasible region of JR is
depicted in the upper-left quadrant. The upper-right quadrant depicts the intersection of
W 2

12 = W11W22 with the variable bounds at W11 = 1 and W22 = 1. Black spheres are
centered around the intersection points of variable bounds on the cone. The lower-right
quadrant depicts the cone with valid inequality (6a). The intersection is ellipsoidal and
three of the highlighted points lie on the boundary of the valid inequality ({W11 = 0,W22 =
4,W12 = 0, }, {W11 = 1,W22 = 1,W12 = 1}, {W11 = 1,W22 = 4,W12 = 2}). The lower-left
quadrant depicts the intersection of the cone with valid inequality (6b). The intersection is a
hyperbola, and three highlighted points lie on the boundary of the valid inequality ({W11 =
0,W22 = 1,W12 = 0, }, {W11 = 0,W22 = 4,W12 = 0}, {W11 = 1,W22 = 1,W12 = 1}).

Comparison with RLT Inequalities. The complex valid inequalities are related to the RLT
inequalities, which are valid inequalities for the set {(W,w) : W = ww′, ` ≤ w ≤ u}:

Wij ≤ ujwi + `iwj − `iuj , (13a)

(RLT) Wij ≤ `jwi + uiwj − `jui, (13b)

Wij ≥ `jwi + `iwj − `i`j , (13c)

Wij ≥ ujwi + uiwj − uiuj . (13d)

Inequalities (13a)–(13d) are derived from the RLT procedure of Sherali and Adams [32].
They are also known as McCormick estimators as they can be derived from earlier work on
convex envelopes by McCormick [27].
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Figure 1. Clockwise, starting from top-left: JR; cone of (12a), upper
bound of (12b), and lower bound of (12c); cone of (12a) and valid inequal-
ity (6a); cone of (12a) and valid inequality (6b).

Define Z :=

(
1
w

)(
1
w

)′
. Anstreicher and Burer [4] prove that conv({Z : ` ≤

w ≤ u, w ∈ R2}) is given by the RLT inequalities together with the SDP constraint[
1 w
w W

]
� 0. Consequently, conv(JR) can be described with RLT inequalities using

an extended formulation with the additional variables w1, w2 satisfying
√
L11 ≤ w1 ≤√

U11,
√
L22 ≤ w2 ≤

√
U22. When i = j, the RLT inequalities are

Wii ≤ uiwi + `iwi − `iui, (14a)

Wii ≥ 2`iwi − `2i , (14b)

Wii ≥ 2uiwi − u2i . (14c)

Inequality (14a) can also be obtained from (11c) or (11d) applied to

[
1 wi
wi Wii

]
. In-

equalities (14b)-(14c) are implied by the SDP constraint since (wi − l`i)2 ≥ 0, (wi − ui)2 ≥
0 ⇒ w2

i ≥ max{2`iwi − `2i , 2uiwi − u2i } and Wii ≥ w2
i .
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Note that for JC , one possible transformation to RQCQP involves a matrix of the form 1
w
t

 1
w
t

′ ,
where the components of the complex vector x := w + ıt are treated as separate decision
variables. In this case there is no guarantee that the RLT inequalities together with the
SDP constraint (9d) will yield the convex hull of JC .

Numerical Example (cont.) We continue with the numerical example of JC , and we will show
that there is a point satisfying the positive semidefinite condition and the RLT inequalities,
but is outside conv(JC). Thus a standard application of RLT inequalities is insufficient to
describe conv(JC). Let us add the complex variables x1, x2 with the following bounds on
magnitude:

0 ≤ |x11| ≤ 1,

1 ≤ |x22| ≤ 2.

Considering the real and imaginary components of x as separate decision variables, let
us transform the problem into RQCQP. Moreover, we require bounds on Re(x), Im(x). We
shall use the magnitude-implied bounds:

|w1| ≤ 1, |t1| ≤ 1,

|w2| ≤ 2, |t2| ≤ 2.

Now Wij = Re(xix
∗
j ) = wiwj + titj , and Tij = Im(xix

∗
j ) = tiwj − witj . Applying RLT

inequalities to each bilinear term, we obtain the following inequalities:

W12 ≤ −|2w1 − w2| − |2t1 − t2|+ 4 (15a)

W12 ≥ |2w1 + w2|+ |2t1 + t2| − 4 (15b)

T12 ≤ −|2t1 − w2| − |2w1 + t2|+ 4 (15c)

T12 ≥ |2t1 + w2|+ |2w1 − t2| − 4 (15d)

W11 ≤ 2, (15e)

W11 ≥ 2|w1|+ 2|t1| − 2, (15f)

W22 ≤ 8, (15g)

W22 ≥ 4|w1|+ 4|t1| − 8. (15h)

RLT inequalities (15) admit the solution x = 0, T12 = 0,W12 = 0,W11 = 1,W22 = 4,
which satisfies constraints (12b)-(12d) and the positive semidefinite constraint. However,
this solution violates valid inequality (6b), where W12 = T12 = 0 implying W11 = 0.

2.2. Branching on a Complex Matrix Entry. In this section we consider branching on
upper and lower bounds of Y as specified in JC , i.e., bounds on every complex matrix entry.
We examine branching rules for selecting a single (i, j) entry of Y to branch on. One way
to form a branching rule is to use a scoring function, where the branching option with the
highest score is selected. A score can be based on the violation of relaxed constraints, or
an estimate of the impact of branching on the children nodes’ optimal relaxation objective
value. In the standard development of the SDP relaxation the only relaxed constraint is the
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rank-one constraint on Y . However, the rank function is discrete and applies globally to
all variables of the decision matrix, which seems problematic for use in variable branching.
Therefore, we consider an alternative to the rank-one condition:

Proposition 6. For n > 1 a nonzero Hermitian positive semidefinite n× n matrix X has
rank one iff all of its 2× 2 principal minors are zero.

Proof. Suppose Y has rank r > 1. Since Y is Hermitian it has an r × r nonzero principal
minor. Since Y is positive semidefinite this principal minor corresponds to a positive definite
r× r submatrix. As r ≥ 2, this implies there exists a 2× 2 strictly positive principal minor.
Now suppose instead that Y has a strictly positive 2× 2 principal minor. Then Y contains
a rank-two principal submatrix and thus r > 1. �

We will use the equivalent condition that the minimum eigenvalue of each 2× 2 principal
submatrix be zero. Algebraically this can be expressed as

λmin =
1

2

(
Wii +Wjj − ‖(Wii −Wjj , 2Wij , 2Tij)‖

)
.

We branch by partitioning the range [Lij , Uij ] for some (i, j) via updating the bounds as:

L′ij ← αLij + (1− α)Uij

U ′ij ← αLij + (1− α)Uij

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter. In our implementation we use the bisection rule, i.e., set

α = 0.5. We will refer to the assignment L′ij ←
Lij+Uij

2 as the up branch with respect to a
matrix entry, and similarly down branch refers to the assignment on the upper bound. Now
let us consider rules for selecting an entry to branch on.

Most Violated with Strong Branching (MVSB). Let c be a pair of indices (i, j). Select the
2 × 2 principal submatrix of Y with the greatest minimum eigenvalue, and let c∗ be the
column indices of the submatrix. From Proposition 6 it follows that for CSDP rank(Y ) ∈
{0, 1} iff λmin(Yc) = 0 for all pairs. Given some c∗, there are three possible candidate entries.
These are evaluated by strong branching: for each entry we will solve the up branch problem
and obtain the solution matrix Y +, and likewise Y − from the down branch. The following
score function is used:

µmax{−λmin(Y +
c∗ ),−λmin(Y −c∗ )}+ (1− µ) min{−λmin(Y +

c∗ ),−λmin(Y −c∗ )},

where µ ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter; we follow the example of COUENNE [8] and use a
value of 0.15. The entry with the highest score is selected for branching.

Most Violated with Worst-Case Bounds (MVWB). Since strong branching is computation-
ally expensive, we consider solving a simpler subproblem to produce a score. Consider the
Worst-Case Eigenvalue (WEV) problem of finding the greatest minimum eigenvalue that
can be obtained within conv(JC):

(WEV) maxλ s.t.: ‖(W11−W22, 2W12, 2T12)‖ ≤W11 +W22− 2λ, (5a)− (5c), (6a)− (6b).

Note that we dropped the positive semidefinite condition on X since the objective maxi-
mizes the minimum eigenvalue. We solve MEV in lieu of solving the children problems Y +

and Y −. Thus, overestimates of λmin(Y +
c∗ ) and λmin(Y −c∗ ) are used in the score function.

MVWB is otherwise the same as MVSB.
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Reliability Branching with Entry Bounds (RBEB). Since MVSB and MVWB rely on a
particular violation metric, for benchmarking purposes we consider a method that is agnostic
to the measure of violation. RBEB is an application of the rb-int-br rule of Belotti et al. [8].

Reliability branching uses pseudocosts, which capture information about previous branch-
ing decisions. Let Φ+ and Φ− be matrices containing pseudocosts, estimating the improve-
ment in objective value by branching up or down, respectively. If, at search tree node k, Lkij
is selected for branching up and the objective improves by δk in the child node’s relaxation,

then let Dk := δk/(
Uk

ij−L
k
ij

2 − Lkij) be the per-unit improvement. Φ+ is the running average

of all Dk for up branches, and Φ− is the running average for down branches.
For a given candidate (i, j), the following score function is used:

(
µmax{Φ+,Φ−}+ (1− µ) min{Φ+,Φ−}

)(Uij − Lij
2

)
.

As with MVSB and MVWB, we use a value of µ = 0.15. The candidate with the highest
score is selected for branching. Note that we can restrict the set of candidate entries to those
with violation, i.e. corresponding to members of 2 × 2 principal submatrices with strictly
positive minimum eigenvalue.

In reliability branching, strong branching is used in lieu of pseudocosts until η evaluations
have been performed on a given up or down branch; η is called the reliability parameter [1].
We test for η = 1, termed RBEB1, and η = 4, termed RBEB4.

2.3. Bound Tightening. It is well recognized that reducing the domain of a problem by
tightening the bounds of the variables can improve the performance branching methods
substantially. In this subsection we describe two fast procedures to tighten the bounds
Lij , Uij . In a companion applications paper [12], we apply these procedures along with
others that exploit the special structure of the ACOPF problem.

Tightening with a quadratic inequality. Let us consider the following two variable problem:

ax2 + xy + c ≤ 0,

` ≤ y ≤ u.

Here a and c are parameters, and x and y are real-valued variables. Given variable bounds
on y, we would like to infer variable bounds on x. With appropriate transformations, a
variety of quadratic constraints of CQCQP can be put in the simple form above.

By adding a slack variable s, let us write the quadratic constraint as an equality:

ax2 + xy + c+ s = 0,

s ≥ 0,

` ≤ y ≤ u.

Solving the quadratic equation for x we have:

x =
−y ±

√
y2 − 4ac− 4as

2a
. (16)

From here, it is possible to find the maximum and minimum values of the right-hand side
of equality (16) with respect to y, s, given their bounds. We can thus infer lower and upper
bounds on x; and if the lower bound is greater than the upper bound, then infeasibility can
be inferred.
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Tightening on cycles. We can tighten the off-diagonal entry bounds, Lij , Uij , i 6= j based
on the simple principle that the sum of differences around a cycle must equal to zero.
That is, defining δij := xi − xj , then for some cycle of indices x, say {1, 2, 3}, we have
δ12 + δ23 + δ31 = 0.

To interpret the off-diagonal terms as difference of variables, it will be convenient to
reformulate CQCQP in polar coordinates. For the complex variable xi, we may replace the
real and imaginary components with the complex angle θi and the magnitude |xi|, where
Re(xi) = |xi| cos(θi), Im(xi) = |xi| sin(θi). Then we have:

Wij = Re(xix̄j) = |xi||xj | cos(θi − θj),
Tij = Im(xix̄j) = |xi||xj | sin(θi − θj).

Therefore, constraint (5c) implies the following:

L12W12 ≤ T12 ≤ U12W12

⇒ L12|xi||xj | cos(θi − θj) ≤ |xi||xj | sin(θi − θj) ≤ U12|xi||xj | cos(θi − θj)
⇒ L12 ≤ tan(θi − θj) ≤ U12.

The last implication is due to the implicit nonnegativity of W12 per constraint (5c). Using
the fact that the arctangent is an increasing function, we can now apply the cycle rule to
infer new bounds by fixing all but one variable at variable bounds. For instance, for the
cycle {1, 2, 3} we can see if L12 can be tightened as:

θ1 − θ2 + θ2 − θ3 + θ3 − θ1 = 0

⇒ arctan(L12) + arctan(U23) + arctan(U31) ≥ 0.

For instance, if U23 = 0.25, U31 = 0.5, then L12 ≥ − tan(arctan(0.5)+arctan(0.25)) = − 6
7 .

3. Computational Results and Analysis

In this section we present the results of experiments on solving ACOPF and BoxQP
problems using the spacial branch-and-cut approach described in the previous sections.
All experiments herein are conducted with a 2.26 dual-core Intel i3-350M processor and 4
GB main memory. Algorithms are implemented using MATLAB [26] with model processing
performed by YALMIP [24]. Conic programs are solved with MOSEK version 7.1 [2]. IPOPT
version 3.11.1 [37] is used as a local solver to obtain primal feasible solutions to CQCQP at
each search tree node.

All SBC configurations are implemented with a depth-first search node selection rule.
The search termination criteria are: an explored nodes limit of 10000, a time limit of 1.5
hours, and a relative optimality gap limit. A search tree depth of 100 is applied, pruning
all children nodes past this limit. The optimality gap is calculated using the global upper
bound (gub) and global lower bound (glb) : gap = 1− (gub− glb)/|gub|.

3.1. Problem Instances.

ACOPF. The ACOPF problem is a power generation scheduling problem that can be for-
mulated as CQCQP. The problem formulation can be found in Appendix C.

Our experiments include the test cases of Gopalakrishnan et al. [15]. Small duality gaps
were reported for these cases, so the root relaxation is known to provide a good lower
bound. These instances are named g9, g14, g30, and g57, where the number indicates the
number of buses in the problem. As in Gopalakrishnan et al. [15] we set a optimality gap
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limit of 0.1%. We also use the modified IEEE test cases developed in Chen, Atamtürk,
and Oren [12], which are named 9Na, 9Nb, 14S, 14P, and 118IN. For these more difficult
instances we set a optimality gap limit of 1%. Since the IEEE test cases do not include
phase angle differences, we have applied a 30 degree bound across all connected buses.
We also use a sparse formulation of CSDP that replaces constraint (17n) with multiple
positive semidefinite constraints on submatrices and linear equality constraints. Fukuda et
al. [14] developed the methodology for sparse formulation of a generic SDP, and several
authors [5, 19, 29] have applied it to ACOPF to improve the solution times. We follow this
methodology, using a minimum-degree ordering heuristic on the admittance matrix and
finding a corresponding symbolic Cholesky decomposition in order to determine a suitable
clique decomposition. In Appendix B we show that enforcing the rank constraint on each
submatrix is sufficient to ensure equivalence between CQCQP and the sparse version of
CSDP.

BoxQP. The BoxQP problem is formulated as min 1
2x
′Qx + f ′x : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, where

x ∈ Rn is decision vector, and f ∈ Rn, Q ∈ Rn×n are data. We use the BoxQP instances
of Vandenbussche and Nemhauser [36]. The instances are named sparAAA-BBB-C, where
AAA is the dimension of x, BBB is the density of Q, and C is the random seed number.
We set an optimality gap limit of 0.01% for these instances.

3.2. Results. In Table 1 we compare the branch selection rules on the Gopalakrishnan
instances of ACOPF, which have small root gap when using the CSDP relaxation. The
columns are labelled as follows: case is the case or instance name, nodes are the number
of search tree nodes explored before termination, depth is the maximum search tree depth,
time is the total time spent in seconds by the SBC algorithm. The root gap (rgap) is calcu-
lated as rgap = (gub-rlb)/|gub|, where gub is the best known upper bound and rlb is the
root node lower bound. Since the same relaxation is used for all selection strategies, rgap is
given a separate column. The end gap (egap), is calculated as egap = (gub-glb)/|gub|,
where glb is the global lower bound established by the SBC algorithm at termination. An
asterisk indicates failure to achieve the optimality termination criterion due to an explored
nodes, a maximum depth, or a total time limit. The table shows that, despite the strong
initial bounds provided by CSDP, practical convergence cannot be achieved using matrix
entry bound branching. Note that we exclude MVWB from comparison, as this selection
rule uses valid inequalities that are not present in the basic relaxation CSDP. None of the
branching rules converge within the limits of the computations.

In Table 2 we present the results with experiments with adding the valid inequalities
describing conv(JC) to strengthen the standard SDP relaxation. Comparison with Table 1
clearly shows the positive impact in the solution times. With the employment of valid
inequalities, the algorithm converges much faster and we are able to solve the difficult cases
with large root gaps. MVWB performs the best on average. Compared to MVWB, MVSB
results in a smaller search tree. The reliability branching rules do not perform as well as
the violation-based rules and fail to converge on all difficult instances. Although not shown
in the table, we note that adding valid inequalities has negligible effect on the relaxation
solution times, with roughly ±5% change in average solution time per instance. Although
the root gaps are not improved with the valid inequalities, the inequalities become effective
as variable bounds tighten deeper in the search tree. We note that Kocuk, Dey and Sun [21]
prove that a standard application of RLT inequalities will not strengthen the standard SDP
relaxation of ACOPF.
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Table 3 contains the results of applying bound tightening procedures together with the
strengthened relaxation. Modest improvements can be seen for the cases with small root
gap. For the more difficult cases, bound tightening offers substantial improvements, with
both MVWB and MVSB able to reach the optimality criterion for all cases. The observed
increase in overhead as a result of the bound tightening procedures is less than 5% of total
time. Again, reliability branching rules do not perform as well as the violation strategies.
We also note that bound tightening reduces the root gap by 21% for 118IN .

In Table 4 we compare three relaxations for BoxQP: SDP with RLT inequalities on all
entries (SDP+RLT); SDP with valid inequalities describing conv(JR) (SDP+VI); and the
standard SDP relaxation. The columns are labelled as follows: case is the case or instance
name, gap is the optimality gap between the relaxation and the optimal objective value.
The SDP relaxation solves substantially faster without valid inequalities, but SDP+RLT
and SDP+VI produce much tighter bounds. The SDP+RLT has comparable solution times
to SDP+VI and closes 85% of the optimality gap of SDP+VI. This is an expected behaviour,
as noted in Section 2.1.

In Table 5 we compare different branching strategies using the SDP+RLT relaxation;
note that we leave out instances that are solved with zero root gap. On average, MVSB
uses fewer nodes and less depth to terminate than MVWB, but MVWB results in faster
solution times. This is a typical outcome for strong branching. Both MVWB and MVSB
are substantially faster than the reliability-based rules RBEB1 and RBEB4. RBEB4 did
not reach the optimality criterion for the last case due to a high number of strong branching
candidates.

Since the SDP+RLT relaxation produces rather tight bounds, we also solve the BoxQP
instances with SDP+VI to test branch selection strategies when the search tree is larger.
The results when a weaker relaxation is used are shown in Table 6. Similar conclusions can
be drawn as with Table 5. MVWB and MVSB achieve comparable performance, with a
roughly equal trade off between time and search tree size. Both strategies result in better
average performance compared to the reliability-based rules.
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Table 1. Comparison of branching rules using CSDP for ACOPF

case rgap
MVSB RBEB1 RBEB4

nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap

g9 0.36% 10077* 101* 4654 0.36% 6481 101* 5421* 0.36% 1639 101* 5509* 0.36%
g14 0.16% 8235 101* 5427* 0.16% 10041* 101* 5021 0.16% 10035* 101* 5047 0.16%
g30 0.18% 4247 101* 5440* 0.18% 5821 101* 5425* 0.18% 5433 101* 5416* 0.18%
g57 2.31% 379 101* 6348* 2.31% 1765 101* 5475* 2.31% 1005 101* 5553* 2.31%

Average 0.75% 5735 101 5467 0.75% 6027 101 5335 0.75% 4528 101 5381 0.75%

Table 2. Comparison of branching rules using CSDP+VI for ACOPF

case rgap
MVWB MVSB RBEB1 RBEB4

nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap

g9 0.36% 77 27 28 0.10% 65 24 28 0.10% 9935 101* 5423 0.36% 967 61 237 0.10%
g14 0.16% 67 21 28 0.10% 41 14 26 0.09% 165 40 65 0.09% 211 42 80 0.10%
g30 0.18% 75 12 51 0.09% 51 9 66 0.10% 133 55 84 0.10% 175 52 135 0.10%
g57 2.31% 215 68 1202 0.10% 69 26 416 0.09% 865 101* 5588 2.21% 323 57 2630 0.10%
9Na 18.00% 2771 70 587 1.00% 10011* 41 4223 2.16% 10033* 85 2372 15.05% 10037* 99 2651 14.23%
9Nb 19.29% 2325 69 522 1.00% 9435 41 3573 1.00% 10043* 85 3242 14.66% 10029* 71 2416 14.77%
14P 5.32% 4999 72 1766 1.00% 7087 41 5405* 5.20% 8715 101* 5434 5.30% 10041* 101* 2779 5.08%
14S 2.97% 3979 72 1628 1.00% 6397 39 5406* 2.97% 5437 101* 5437 2.96% 10045* 101* 3497 2.90%

118IN 2.05% 241 39 1821 0.99% 265 39 5515* 1.81% 401 101* 5989 2.33% 33 17 5595 1.47%
Average 5.63% 1639 50 848 0.60% 3713 30 2740 1.50% 5081 86 3737 4.79% 4651 67 2224 4.32%

Table 3. Comparison of branching rules using CSDP+VI and bound tightening for ACOPF

case rgap
MVWB MVSB RBEB1 RBEB4

nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap

g9 0.36% 57 22 20 0.08% 52 21 28 0.10% 7545 82 5440* 0.36% 607 49 207 0.10%
g14 0.16% 49 18 18 0.10% 31 11 20 0.09% 151 36 97 0.10% 177 36 87 0.10%
g30 0.18% 73 12 45 0.09% 49 9 68 0.10% 125 54 141 0.10% 248 52 241 0.10%
g57 2.31% 109 39 358 0.09% 51 23 386 0.10% 784 101* 5531* 2.22% 264 88 2456 0.10%
9Na 18.00% 1171 45 340 1.00% 460 30 195 0.99% 10030* 73 3461 14.72% 7188 61 1780 1.00%
9Nb 19.29% 1149 43 333 1.00% 722 29 313 1.00% 10052* 101* 3555 14.56% 6464 58 1690 1.00%
14P 5.32% 2290 50 1026 1.00% 1582 31 1454 1.00% 10048* 101* 4897 5.31% 10033* 97 3499 5.08%
14S 2.97% 1799 51 968 1.00% 1187 28 1307 1.00% 10041* 101* 4879 2.96% 10024* 95 4473 2.63%

118IN 1.61% 190 33 1620 1.00% 250 21 5980 1.00% 562 91 5614* 1.46% 264 81 5670* 1.41%
Average 5.58% 765 35 525 0.60% 487 23 1083 0.60% 5482 82 3735 4.64% 3919 69 2234 1.28%
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Table 4. Comparison of relaxations on BoxQP instances

case
SDP+RLT SDP+VI SDP
gap time gap time gap time

spar020-100-2 0.16% 0.2 0.60% 0.2 91.82% 0.2
spar030-060-1 1.23% 0.5 5.22% 0.6 257.08% 1.2
spar030-060-3 0.36% 0.5 2.48% 0.5 123.62% 0.4
spar030-070-1 3.06% 0.7 18.92% 0.6 322.56% 3.1
spar030-070-3 0.01% 0.6 0.64% 0.5 69.77% 0.0
spar030-080-1 1.31% 0.9 8.88% 0.6 258.73% 1.3
spar030-100-2 0.05% 0.6 0.82% 0.6 143.54% 0.1
spar030-100-3 0.13% 0.6 2.23% 0.6 156.83% 0.1
spar040-040-1 3.12% 2.3 7.44% 1.9 300.53% 3.1
spar040-040-3 0.63% 2.2 1.90% 1.8 165.06% 0.6
spar040-050-1 0.51% 2.1 6.58% 1.9 312.95% 0.5
spar040-050-2 0.35% 2.5 1.25% 2.2 186.91% 0.4
spar040-060-1 2.29% 1.8 6.21% 2.1 246.54% 2.3
spar040-080-3 0.01% 2.1 0.53% 1.8 105.83% 0.0
spar040-090-2 0.03% 2.2 0.36% 1.6 156.48% 0.0
spar040-100-2 0.18% 2 2.29% 2 176.90% 0.2
spar040-100-3 2.26% 2 9.33% 2.7 222.10% 2.3
spar050-030-2 0.20% 6.1 1.02% 6 153.73% 0.2
spar050-030-3 0.08% 5.1 1.58% 5.1 180.61% 0.1
spar050-040-2 0.21% 5 1.66% 5.6 161.57% 0.2
spar050-050-1 8.66% 4.6 35.42% 5 400.90% 8.7
spar050-050-2 0.76% 6.4 3.57% 4.9 208.22% 0.8
spar050-050-3 0.75% 4.5 1.92% 6.2 176.47% 0.8
spar060-020-3 0.54% 11.6 1.30% 13.3 176.59% 0.5
Average 1.12% 2.8 5.09% 2.8 197.68% 1.1
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Table 5. Comparison of branching rules with SDP+RLT relaxation on BoxQP

case rgap
MVWB MVSB RBEB1 RBEB4

nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap

spar020-100-2 0.16% 3 2 1 0.00% 3 2 1 0.00% 29 15 13 0.00% 39 20 33 0.00%
spar030-060-1 1.21% 5 3 3 0.00% 3 2 6 0.00% 15 8 43 0.00% 17 9 152 0.00%
spar030-060-3 0.36% 15 8 10 0.00% 5 3 8 0.00% 39 20 63 0.00% 41 21 179 0.00%
spar030-070-1 2.97% 39 8 28 0.00% 19 6 40 0.00% 29 12 56 0.00% 27 13 164 0.00%
spar030-080-1 1.30% 7 3 5 0.00% 3 2 6 0.00% 11 6 39 0.00% 17 9 148 0.00%
spar030-100-2 0.05% 3 2 2 0.00% 1 1 3 0.00% 7 4 37 0.01% 9 5 140 0.00%
spar030-100-3 0.13% 3 2 2 0.00% 3 2 4 0.00% 53 27 69 0.00% 67 34 187 0.00%
spar040-040-1 3.02% 31 7 68 0.00% 13 5 91 0.00% 59 24 285 0.00% 51 16 787 0.00%
spar040-040-3 0.62% 5 3 11 0.00% 3 2 14 0.00% 9 5 176 0.00% 9 5 648 0.00%
spar040-050-1 0.51% 5 3 11 0.00% 3 2 14 0.00% 37 19 235 0.00% 39 20 705 0.00%
spar040-050-2 0.35% 3 2 7 0.00% 1 1 11 0.00% 53 27 283 0.00% 59 30 776 0.00%
spar040-060-1 2.24% 23 5 46 0.00% 11 4 89 0.00% 45 14 236 0.00% 53 18 693 0.00%
spar040-080-3 0.01% 3 2 6 0.00% 3 2 11 0.00% 29 15 199 0.00% 29 15 613 0.00%
spar040-090-2 0.03% 3 2 6 0.00% 1 1 9 0.00% 31 16 224 0.00% 31 16 671 0.00%
spar040-100-2 0.18% 5 3 10 0.00% 3 2 13 0.00% 21 11 195 0.00% 21 11 648 0.00%
spar040-100-3 2.21% 27 6 53 0.01% 25 6 181 0.00% 31 13 203 0.00% 33 11 676 0.00%
spar050-030-2 0.20% 5 3 29 0.00% 5 3 68 0.00% 45 23 789 0.00% 51 26 2626 0.00%
spar050-030-3 0.08% 3 2 15 0.00% 1 1 25 0.00% 11 6 580 0.01% 13 7 2328 0.01%
spar050-040-2 0.21% 5 3 27 0.00% 1 1 26 0.00% 15 8 591 0.01% 17 9 2186 0.01%
spar050-050-1 7.97% 439 14 2339 0.01% 189 11 3874 0.00% 365 18 2409 0.00% 287 16 3544 0.00%
spar050-050-2 0.76% 9 4 48 0.00% 7 3 141 0.00% 21 11 624 0.01% 21 11 2140 0.01%
spar050-050-3 0.75% 13 5 68 0.00% 5 3 88 0.00% 39 20 720 0.00% 41 21 2213 0.00%
spar060-020-3 0.54% 11 4 134 0.00% 3 2 93 0.00% 15 8 1695 0.00% 9 5 6190* 0.30%
Average 1.08% 28 4 122 0.00% 13 3 201 0.00% 43 14 407 0.00% 42 15 1186 0.01%
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Table 6. Comparison of branching rules with SDP+VI relaxation on BoxQP

case rgap
MVWB MVSB RBEB1 RBEB4

nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap nodes depth time egap

spar020-100-2 2.17% 69 13 18 0.00% 37 8 23 0.00% 49 17 19 0.01% 51 15 35 0.00%
spar030-060-1 3.30% 39 11 27 0.00% 9 4 23 0.00% 65 21 78 0.00% 59 24 174 0.01%
spar030-060-3 2.58% 247 23 170 0.01% 57 11 137 0.01% 345 71 294 0.01% 343 77 392 0.01%
spar030-070-1 5.12% 257 21 195 0.00% 53 13 134 0.00% 295 73 268 0.00% 309 75 375 0.00%
spar030-080-1 2.71% 21 6 15 0.00% 11 4 23 0.00% 59 23 75 0.01% 43 17 159 0.00%
spar030-100-1 0.70% 21 10 15 0.01% 7 3 16 0.01% 57 29 71 0.01% 59 30 166 0.01%
spar030-100-2 2.17% 17 7 12 0.00% 7 3 13 0.00% 19 9 45 0.00% 19 9 135 0.00%
spar040-040-1 5.61% 455 24 973 0.01% 189 17 1410 0.01% 683 101* 1616 0.02% 643 97 1978 0.01%
spar040-040-2 0.04% 5 3 11 0.00% 1 1 10 0.01% 33 17 235 0.01% 33 17 738 0.01%
spar040-050-1 2.25% 33 9 70 0.01% 19 7 121 0.00% 109 43 388 0.01% 109 46 827 0.01%
spar040-050-2 1.64% 59 9 129 0.01% 23 5 163 0.01% 135 52 452 0.00% 145 56 919 0.01%
spar040-060-1 4.61% 343 17 741 0.01% 135 11 953 0.01% 501 76 1237 0.01% 701 74 2153 0.01%
spar040-080-1 0.95% 31 16 67 0.00% 5 3 36 0.00% 51 26 262 0.01% 49 25 750 0.01%
spar040-090-2 1.49% 25 8 54 0.00% 9 4 67 0.00% 61 26 278 0.01% 87 23 866 0.00%
spar040-100-2 2.00% 71 19 154 0.01% 27 10 191 0.01% 169 53 509 0.01% 187 53 992 0.01%
spar040-100-3 4.04% 527 26 1166 0.01% 79 10 634 0.01% 829 56 1887 0.00% 713 52 2125 0.01%
spar050-030-2 1.88% 143 18 853 0.01% 37 8 799 0.01% 167 56 1550 0.00% 159 59 3135 0.00%
spar050-030-3 1.93% 211 18 1198 0.00% 39 9 850 0.01% 163 53 1481 0.00% 153 47 3036 0.00%
spar050-040-2 2.00% 71 11 393 0.01% 37 8 849 0.01% 197 44 1710 0.01% 119 47 2874 0.00%
spar050-050-1 9.97% 1047 18 5423* 5.64% 285 15 5449* 6.71% 987 33 5433* 2.88% 697 28 5433* 7.68%
spar050-050-2 3.12% 147 24 850 0.00% 59 11 1248 0.01% 223 57 1786 0.01% 195 52 3215 0.01%
spar050-050-3 2.70% 417 19 2407 0.01% 133 10 2416 0.01% 615 57 4192 0.01% 545 58 5425 0.01%
spar060-020-3 2.74% 413 21 5479* 1.31% 121 12 5532* 1.11% 293 56 5605* 1.13% 9 5 7006* 1.99%
Average 2.78% 195 15 851 0.29% 58 8 879 0.33% 257 45 1229 0.17% 229 42 1789 0.41%
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4. Conclusion

We developed a spatial branch-and-cut approach for generic Quadratically-Constrained
Quadratic Programs with bounded complex variables. We derived valid inequalities from
the convex hull description of nonconvex rank-one restricted sets to strengthen the SDP
relaxations. We gave a new branching method based on an alternative characterization of
a rank-one constraint. Experiments on Alternating Current Optimal Power Flow problems
showed that the valid inequalities are critical to improving the performance of the algo-
rithm. Bound tightening procedures further improved the convergence, with minimal over-
head. The proposed branching methods resulted in better performance compared to the
benchmark reliability branching method. Tests on box-constrained nonconvex Quadratic
Programming instances suggest that the violation-based branching methods may also be
effective for problems with real variables.

Appendix A. Creating Bounds for CSDP from CQCQP

The diagonal bounds follow directly from the bounds on x, i.e., Lkk = |`k|2, Ukk = |uk|2.
The off-diagonal bound is given in ACOPF and is a phase condition that implies that x1
cannot have a purely real nonzero solution if x2 has a purely imaginary nonzero solution,
and vice versa. In the real case we can set L12 = U12 = 0. However, such a bound can always
be derived from CQCQP via transformation of variables. Let x = w + ıt. Since X = xx∗

in the lifted formulation of CQCQP we have W12 = w1w2 + t1t2 and T12 = t1w2 − w1t2.
A sufficient condition to derive the off-diagonal bound is that either w or t (or both) have
strictly positive entries. We can apply an affine transformation on CQCQP, so this is not a
restrictive requirement. Observe that for any ` we have:

x∗Qx+ c∗x+ b = (x− `)∗Q(x− `) + (c∗ + 2`∗Q)(x− `) + b+ `∗Q`+ c∗`.

Therefore with substitution of variables y := x − ` + e + ıe, where e is the ones vector,
any bounded complex QCQP may be rewritten with a decision vector with only positive
components.

Then we can assume 0 < W− ≤ W12, where W− := wL1 w
L
2 + tL1 t

L
2 . From rank(X) = 1

we have that W 2
12 + T 2

12 = W11W22, and so:√
U11U22

(W−)2
− 1 ≥

√
W11W22

W 2
12

− 1 =
|T12|
W12

.

Hence we have valid inequalities with −L12 = U12 =
√
U11U22/(W−)2 − 1. Note that if the

affine transformation was used and the valid inequalities are translated back to the original
space, then the inequalites will also include the original variables of CQCQP. For instance,
suppose we set y = x− l+ e+ ıe. Moreover, define the components y := wy + ıty. Then we
have

W y
ij = (wi − wLii + 1)(wj − wLj + 1) + (ti − tLii + 1)(tj − tLj + 1)

= wiwj + titj + (1− wLj )wi + (1− wLi )wj + (1− wLi )(1− wLj )

+ (1− tLj )ti + (1−Li )tj + (1− tLi )(1− tLj )

= Wij + (1− wLj )wi + (1− wLi )wj + (1− tLj )ti + (1−Li )tj

+ (1− wLi )(1− wLj ) + (1− tLi )(1− tLj ).

Thus a valid inequality for W y
ij gives a valid inequality for Wij , xi, xj .
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Appendix B. Sufficiency of Sparse Valid Inequalities

Consider a Hermitian matrix X with spectral decomposition X =
∑N
k=1 λkdkd

∗
k, where

the eigenvalues are ordered so that λk ≥ λk+1. Unlike in the real symmetric case, if λk has
multiplicity 1, then the eigenvector dk is only unique up to rotation by a complex phase
ejθk [35, pp. 41]. In polar coordinates (as used commonly in ACOPF) we have that the
eigenvector is unique up to scaling of all phase angles by the same degree (preserving angle
differences). That is, if dki = |dki|(cos(θki) + j sin(θki)), then we can add δ ∈ R to all
angles and replace dk in the eigenbasis. In terms of rectangular coordinates (i.e. real and
imaginary components), we can state that dk can be replaced in the eigenbasis with

Re(dk) + δ~1 + j(δI − Im(dk)),

for any δ ∈ R such that (Re(dki) + δ)2 ≤ |dki|2∀i and δI ∈ RN with entries δIi =√
|dki|2 − (δ + Re(dki))2.
Sparse positive semidefinite decomposition of a Hermitian matrix X ∈ HN×N yields a

set of index sets C, where Xc � 0 ∀c ∈ C ⇐⇒ X � 0. Note that
⋂
∀c∈C c = {1, ..., N}. A

property of sparse decomposition is that C can be represented with an acyclic graph where
each node is an element c of C and an edge between two nodes indicates that at least one
index is shared between the corresponding index sets; this is known as a clique tree [14,16].
The clique tree of a chordal graph can be constructed in time and space linear with respect
to the number of edges [10]. A matrix can be completed for a certain property if there exist
values for the entries not specified by the clique tree such that the fully specified matrix can
attain the property.

Proposition 7. Xc � 0, rank(Xc) ≤ 1 ∀c ∈ C iff X can be completed so that X = xx∗ for
some x ∈ CN.

Proof. If X = xx∗, then rank(X) ≤ 1, X � 0 and so one direction is obvious. Now consider
the other direction: suppose that Xc � 0, rank(Xc) ≤ 1 ∀c ∈ C. We will use a constructive
proof, i.e. we shall construct an x so that (xx∗)c = Xc∀c ∈ C.

Let us consider the clique tree corresponding to the chordal graph formed by C. Label a
terminal node c1. Since Xc1 has rank one and is positive semidefinite, we have that Xc1 =

λc11 (dc11 )∗dc11 , and so we can set xc1 =
√
λc11 d

c1
1 for any normalized principal eigenvector

dc11 . Now denote a neighbouring node c2 and consider its corresponding index set with
some normalized principal eigenvector, dc22 . By clique tree property, Xc1 and Xc2 share
at least one entry, say Xmm, so |(dc11 )m| = |(dc22 )m|. Since eigenvectors of the eigenbasis

are only unique up to rotation by complex phase, d2 can be rotated to form d̂2 so that

(dc11 )m = (d̂c22 )m, i.e. rotating the eigenvector so that one entry attains a specific angle.

Then we can set xc2 =
√
λc21 d̂2, where xmm, the shared entry of xc1 , xc2 retains the same

value. The remaining elements of x can be found by proceeding through neighbours in the
same manner, with the acyclic property ensuring that each element of x is set once. �

This relies on a generalization of the fact that in ACOPF and in load flow the bus angles
of any solution can be scaled up or down by constants. From the proposition it immediately
follows that in the alternative rank condition only the 2× 2 principal minors related to the
submatrices Xc need to be considered, and so valid inequalities (6a) and (6b) can be applied
in a sparse fashion.
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Appendix C. ACOPF Formulation

ACOPF can be written in the form of CQCQP [22]; we state a lifted formulation of the
ACOPF problem as follows:

min c′2[P +DP ]2 + c′1(P +DP ) + c0 (17a)

s.t. P = diag(GW −BT ) (17b)

Q = diag(−BW −GT ) (17c)

Pmin ≤ P +DP ≤ Pmax (17d)

Qmin ≤ Q+DQ ≤ Pmax (17e)

[V min]2 ≤ diag(W ) ≤ [V max]2 (17f)

(LACOPF) tan(θmin)Wij ≤ Tij ≤ tan(θmax)Wij (17g)

Pf = diag(Cf (GfW −BfT )) (17h)

Qf = diag(Cf (−BfW −GfT )) (17i)

Pt = diag(Ct(GtW −BtT )) (17j)

Qt = diag(Ct(−BtW −GtT )) (17k)

[Pf ]2 + [Qf ]2 ≤ [Smax]2 (17l)

[Pt]
2 + [Qt]

2 ≤ [Smax]2 (17m)

W + ıT � 0 (17n)

rank(W + ıT ) = 1 (17o)

Let n be the number of nodes in the graph of the problem, with nodes representing either
buses or transformers, and let k be the number of edges (aka branches).

Variables and Data. The decision variables used in LACOPF are: nodal powers P+jQ ∈ Cn;
a Hermitian decision matrix representing the outer product of nodal voltages, W + ıT ∈
Hn×n; and power to and from buses (respectively) across branches, Pf + jQf , Pt + jQt ∈
Ck. All other parameters are fixed data: convex costs c0 ∈ R, c1 ∈ RN , c2 ∈ RN+ ; load,

DP +jDQ ∈ Cn; admittance matrices, Y ∈ Cn×n, Yf , Yt ∈ Ck×n; voltage magnitude limits,
V min, V max ∈ Rn; phase angle limits θmin, θmax ∈ Rk; generator limits, Pmin+jQmin, Pmax+
jQmax ∈ Cn; and line limits, Smax ∈ Rn++. Y := G+ jB is the bus admittance matrix, and
Yf := Gf + jBf , Yt := Gt + jBt are branch admittances corresponding to ‘from’ and ‘to’
nodes, respectively. Admittance is composed of conductance G and susceptance B. For a
branch r from m to n, the (r,m) entry of Cf ∈ Rk×n and the (r, n) entry of Ct ∈ Rk×n are
1; all unconnected entries in those matrices are 0 [39].

Objective and Constraints. The objective is to minimize the cost of real power generation,
where P + PD is the net generation of real nodal power. Constraints (17b) and (17c) are
the power flow equations, relating nodal power to nodal voltage. Constraints (17d) and
(17e) model demand and generation limits. Constraint (17f) bounds voltage magnitudes.
Constraint (17g) bounds phase angle differences between buses. Constraints (17h) to (17k)
are the branch power flow equations. Constraints (17l) and (17m) constrain apparent power
across lines. We will also consider other types of line limits, but omit them here for brevity.
Constraints (17n) and (17o) ensure that W + ıT can represent the outer product of nodal
voltages [22].
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SDP Relaxation. In LACOPF only the rank constraint (17o) is nonconvex, and dropping it
gives a convex relaxation (RACOPF). This primal relaxation approach was first applied to
ACOPF by Bai et al. [6] and the conic dual formulation was first considered by Lavaei and
Low [22]. Note that in ACOPF the bounds Lij , Uij , i 6= j are specified as angle bounds in
polar coordinates, i.e. Lij = tan(θmin

ij ), Uij = tan(θmax
ij ).
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